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We prove the existence of a periodic solution to the problem
u y D u q R x , u g mQ x , t b u in M = R,Ž . Ž . Ž .t p e
assumed p G 2, M a compact connected and oriented bidimensional Riemannian
Ž . Žmanifold without boundary, b u a bounded maximal monotone graph the
. Ž . Ž .coalbedo , Q x, t a time periodic function the incoming solar radiation flux and
R a time independent strictly increasing function of the surface temperature ue
Ž .the Earth emitted energy . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a time evolution model for the Earth surface temperature
obtained via an energy balance. This type of climate model, independently
w x w xintroduced in 1969 by Budyko 6 and Sellers 17 , has a spatial global
nature and involves a relatively long-time scale. Our study concerns the
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existence of periodic solutions of the nonlinear parabolic problem
P u y D u q R x , u g mQ x , t b u in M = R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p e
where p G 2 and M is a compact connected and oriented bidimensional
Ž 2Riemannian manifold without boundary e.g., M s S the unit sphere
3. Ž .in R . Notice the missing boundary conditions in P once M has no
Ž < < py2 .boundary. We use the notation D u s div =u =u , where the differen-p
tial operators div and = must be understood in the sense of the Rieman-
Ž w x.nian metric on M see, e.g., 2, 12, and 20 . We point out that although in
w x w x Ž .Budyko 6 and Sellers 17 the diffusion operator was linear i.e., p s 2 ,
w xthe quasilinear case p s 3 was proposed in 19 .
Ž .Function Q x, t describes the incoming solar radiation flux. The general
Ž .assumption Q x, t G 0 allows to consider the polar night phenomena
Ž Ž . .time where Q x, t s 0 for some subsets of the manifold M . The term
Ž . Ž .mQ x, t b u corresponds to the fraction of solar energy absorbed by the
Earth, m is a positive constant representing the so called solar constant,
Ž .and the coalbedo b u represents the fraction of the absorbed energy: a
Ž .nondecreasing function of u of the type b u s 0.7 if u ) y10 q e ,
Ž .b u s 0.4 if u - y10 y e with e G 0 assumed the temperature u given
Žin Celsius degrees. The term b was assumed to be multivalued i.e., with
. w xdiscontinuous sections at u s y10 by Budyko 6 and a Lipschitz function
w xby Sellers 17 . The term R represents the emitted energy by the Earth toe
the outer space and it is usually assumed to be an increasing function
on u. Function R can be expressed according the Newton cooling lawe
Ž w x.as Bu q C, with B and C positive constants Budyko 6 or the Stefan-
Ž . 4 ŽBoltzman law R t, x, u s s u this corresponds to when u is measurede
. Ž w x.in degrees Kelvin and so u ) 0 Sellers 17 .
The consideration of the periodicity of the forcing term is motivated by
the seasonal variation of the incoming solar radiation flux during one
natural year. Without loss of generality we can assume that the period t is
given by t s 1. Our formulation corresponds to an ideal situation in which
Ž .the Earth emitted energy R is stationary i.e., time independent . Oure
results can be easily adapted to the case in which R depends 1-periodi-e
cally on the time.
Ž .As we shall explain later, the treatment of problem P must be
different according the multivalued or singlevalued character of the
Ž . Žcoalbedo term b u it turns out that the different structure assumed on
w x w xthe term R in Budyko 6 and Sellers 17 is not relevant for our purposese
Ž . .so that in both cases R x, u is a strictly increasing function of u .e
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Throughout this paper we shall assume the following structural condi-
tions:
Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž .H Q g C R; C M , Q G 0, Q x, ? is a 1-periodic function forQ
any fixed x g M.
Ž . 2H b is a bounded maximal monotone graph of R such thatb
Ž .0 - m F z F M, for any z g b s and for any s g R.
Ž . Ž . Ž .H R g C M = R , R x, ? is strictly an increasing function forR e e
Ž . < Ž . < < < r < <x g M , R x, 0 G 0, R x, s G B s , for any x g M and for any s with se e
large enough, for some r G 1, B ) 0.
In what follows we shall denote by the Sellers type model the case in
which b is assumed to be a Lipschitz approximation of a multivalued
Ž .Heaviside type graph; more precisely when b satisfies H as well asb
b ? is a Lipschitz functions. 1Ž . Ž .
By Budyko type model we shall mean the general case in which b merely
Ž .satisfies H .b
We start our study of the existence of periodic solutions by considering
the Sellers type model. Our existence result will be obtained by studying
the Poincare map F associated to the Cauchy problemÂ
u y D p q R x , u s mQ x , t b u in M = 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t u eCPŽ . ½ u x , 0 s u x x g M ,Ž . Ž .0
where T G 1 is arbitrarily fixed and
u g L‘ M 2Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .is suitably chosen. Since CP degenerates, where =u s 0 when p ) 2 , it
Ž w xis well-known that classical solutions may not exist see, e.g., 11 for the
N .case M s V an open set in R . Because of that, we shall deal with weak
Ž . Ž .solutions of CP . The existence of bounded weak solutions can be
w x w xproved, as in 9 and 12 , by means of a fixed point argument. The natural
Ž . energy space associated with CP is the one defined by V [ w g
2Ž . pŽ .4 ŽL M , =w g L T M , where T M denotes the tangent space to M see,
w x. Ž .e.g., 2, 12, and 20 . The assumption 1 is enough to prove the uniqueness
Ž .of a bounded weak solution for CP .
Ž .In order to prove the existence of periodic solutions of P for the
Sellers type model, we first construct a constant subsolution ¤ and a
Ž .constant supersolution u of CP . Then, we consider the Poincare map FÂ
Ž .associated to CP , i.e. the operator assigning, to every initial data of
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‘w x  Ž . Ž . 4the ordered interval ¤ , u [ w g L M , ¤ F w x F u a.e. x g M , the
Ž .solution of CP evaluated after 1-period. We shall prove that F is a
continuous, compact, and pointwise increasing map. Then, using the
Schauder fixed point theorem, we obtain the existence of, at least, one
fixed point for F. Obviously, this fixed point is a periodic solution of
Ž . Ž .problem P . In addition, we shall prove that P has a smallest and
greatest periodic solution among the ones taking values in the interval
w x¤ , u .
The existence of a periodic solution for the Budyko type model needs
some different arguments. The main difficulty comes from the fact that, in
general, the uniqueness of solution for the associated Cauchy problem fails
Ž w x w x.see 9 and 12 . So, the Poincare map cannot be well defined as aÂ
univalued operator. Due to that we shall follow a different strategy. The
existence of a periodic solution will be proved, this time, by applying a
variant of the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem for a suitable
multivalued operator L defined on a convex and weakly compact set of
p Ž 2Ž .. Ž 2Ž .L R; L M the space of measurable functions from R into L Mp er
Ž .which are 1-periodic and whose restrictions to 0, 1 belong to
pŽŽ . 2Ž ..L 0, 1 ; L M .
Finally, in the last part, we investigate the structure of the set of
Ž .periodic solutions of P with respect to the parameter m. We denote by S
Ž . q Ž 2Ž ..the set of pairs m, u g R = C R; L M , where u is a 1-periodicp er
Ž .solution of P , that is,
S s m , u : m G 0 and u is a 1-periodic solution of P . 4Ž . Ž .
Our goal is to describe qualitatively the solution set S in the space
q Ž 2Ž ..R = C R; L M . We show that this set has a closed, connected andp er
Ž 0. 0unbounded component containing 0, u , where u g V is the unique
solution of the stationary equation
yD u q R x , u s 0 in M .Ž .p e
Moreover, if Q ) 0, under a physically reasonable additional assumption
on b we prove that there exist m ) 0 and a continuous and increasing1
w . Ž 2 Ž .. w .curve s : m , ‘ “ C R; L M such that S l m , ‘ =1 p e r 1
Ž 2Ž ..C R; L M is the graph of the curve s . Our results extend previousp er
works related with Sellers model associated to the linear diffusion case
Ž . Ž w x w x.p s 2 see 13 and 14 .
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2. ON THE SELLERS TYPE MODELS
2.1. The Cauchy Problem. Construction of Sub and Supersolutions
Ž .We start by considering the Cauchy problem CP . The notion of weak
solution we shall use is the following
Ž .DEFINITION 1. For a bounded weak solution to CP we mean a func-
Žw x 2Ž .. pŽ . ‘ŽŽ . .tion u g C 0, T ; L M l L 0, T ; V l L 0, T = M , such that
T² :u x , T ¤ x , T dA y ¤ x , t , u x , t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H V 9=Vt
M 0
T Tpy2< <q =u =u ? =u dAdt q R x , u ¤ dAdtsŽ .H H H H e
0 M 0 M
T
s mQ x , t b u x , t ¤ x , t dAdt q u x ¤ x , 0 dA,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H 0
0 M M
pŽ . ‘ŽŽ . . p9Ž .;¤ g L 0, T ; V l L 0, T = M such that ¤ g L 0, T ; V 9 , wheret
² :? , ? denotes the pairing of duality on V 9 = V and ? the scalarV 9=V
product in the tangent space T M.
Notice that from the above definition we deduce that any bounded weak
p9Ž .solution verifies that u g L 0, T ; V 9 .t
Ž .By using that the operator u “ yD u q R x, u is m-accretive inp e
2Ž . Ž w x. Ž .L M see, e.g., 4 and the assumption H , it is easy to prove theb
Ž .existence of, at least, a bounded weak solution of CP . This was done in
w x12 by means of the application of an abstract compactness result in the
Ž . Ž .case of Q x, t s Q x . Obvious modifications allows to extend their result
to the case under consideration.
Ž .The uniqueness of the bounded weak solution to CP for the Sellers
Ž .model is obtained using the assumption 1 . Although this is a more or less
well-known result we present here a detailed proof.
Ž . Ž . ‘Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Assume 1 , 2 and u g L M , i s 1, 2. Let u be0, i i
Ž .any bounded weak solution of CP corresponding to u s u , then for any0 0, i
w xt g 0, T we ha¤e
q q2 2< < < <u x , t yu x , t dAFexp LT u x yu x dA.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H1 2 0, 1 0, 2
M M
3Ž .
w xIn particular, if u F u on M then u F u on M = 0, T . So, there is a0, 1 0, 2 1 2
Ž .unique bounded weak solution of CP .
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Ž .q pŽ . ‘ŽŽ .Proof. Since ¤ s u y u satisfies that ¤ g L 0, T ; V l L 0, T1 2
. p9Ž .= M and ¤ g L 0, T ; V 9 we can take ¤ as a test function. By usingt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H and 1 the function s “ R x, u y mQ x, t b u q Ls is increasingR e
for some L ) 0. On the other hand, the operator u “ yD u is T-mono-p
2Ž . Ž w x N w xtone in L M see, e.g., 4 for M s V an open set in R and 12 for a
general compact connected and oriented bidimensional Riemannian mani-
.fold without boundary M . Then, since
1 d qq 2< <u y u , u y u s u x , t y u x , t dA² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 2 1 2 1 2t V 9V 2 dt M
Ž w x.see, e.g., 3 , we obtain that
q 2< <u x , t y u x , t dAŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 2
M
q 2< <F u x y u x dAŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0, 1 0, 2
M
t q 2< <q L u x , s y u x , s d Ads.Ž . Ž .Ž .HH 1 2
0 M
Ž .Estimate 3 follows now from Gronwall lemma. The rest of the conclu-
Ž .sions trivially come from 3 .
Ž .Let us construct, now, some constant sub and supersolutions of CP
Ž Ž .the definition of sub and supersolutions to CP follows usual modifica-
. Ž .tions of the above definition of bounded weak solution . Thanks to HQ
we can assume that
Q x FQ x , t FQ x , with Q , Q gC M , Q G0 and Q G0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
4Ž .
Consider now the stationary problems
SP yD ¤ q R x , ¤ s mmQ x in M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 p e 1
SP yD u q R x , u s mMQ x in M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 p e 2
Ž .where m and M are given in H . We look for constant subsolutions andb
Ž .supersolutions of those problems. From assumption H it is clear thatR
there exists u ) 0 such that
R x , u G mMQ G mMQ x , for any x g M ,Ž . Ž .e 2 2
Ä  Ž . 4where Q [ max Q x , x g M . Analogously, there exists ¤ F 0 such that2 2
ÄR x , ¤ F mmQ F mmQ x , for any x g MŽ . Ž .e 1
Ä  Ž . 4with Q [ min Q x , x g M .1 1
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Let us introduce the notation
2h , h s w g L M : h x F w x F h x , a.e. x g MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
2Ž .for any given functions h, h g L M . As consequence of Proposition 1 we
have
Ž . w xPROPOSITION 2. Assume 1 and let u g ¤ , ¤ . Then the bounded weak0
Ž . Ž . w x w xsolution u of CP satisfies that u ?, t g ¤ , u , for any t g 0, T .
Remark 1. Notice that if the temperature is in degrees Kelvin we can
Ž .take ¤ s 0. If the temperature is measured in Celsius degrees, R x, u se
Bu q A and we assume A ) 10B then we can take
A
¤ s y - y10.
B
2.2. Existence of periodic solutions for the Sellers type model ¤ia the
Poincare mapÂ
Ž .Concerning problem P we introduce the following definition which is
also valid for the Budyko type model
Ž .DEFINITION 2. For a 1-periodic bounded weak solution to P , we mean
Ž 2Ž .. ‘Ž . p Ž .a function u g C R; L M l L R = M such that u g L R; V , u gl oc t
p9 Ž . Ž . Ž .L R; V 9 , u x, t q 1 s u x, t , a.e. x g M and for any t g R and therel oc
‘Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .exists z g L R = M , with z x, t g b u x, t for a.e. x, t in R = M ,
w xsuch that ; I [ t , t0 1
² : < < py2u , ¤ dt q =u =u ? =¤ dAdt q R x , u ¤ dAdtŽ .H V 9=V HH HHt e
I I M I M
s mQ x , t z x , t ¤ x , t dAdtŽ . Ž . Ž .HH
I M
pŽ . ‘Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž ..;¤ g L I; V l L I = M . Notice that z x, t s b u x, t for the Sel-
.lers type model .
We have
Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume 1 . Then there exists at least a 1-periodic bounded
Ž .solution of P .
Ž .Proof. Recalling that in that case CP has a unique bounded weak
Ž Ž .. Ž .solution, we can define the Poincare map F by F u ? s u ?, 1 . In orderÂ 0
2Ž .to apply the Schauder fixed point theorem on the space L M , we need
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2Ž .to select a closed and convex set K ; L M such that
Ž . Ž .i F K ; K ;
Ž .ii F is continuous;< K
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .iii F K is relatively compact in L M .
w xWe take K [ ¤ , u . Obviously K is a closed, convex, and non empty set
2Ž . Ž .of L M . Now, property i follows from Proposition 2 since we have
Žw x. w x Ž .shown that F ¤ , u ; ¤ , u . Let us check property ii . We have
Ž .LEMMA 4. Assume 1 and let u , u g K be such that u “ u in0, n 0 0, n 0
2Ž . Ž .L M as n “ ‘. Then, if u , u are the corresponding solutions of CP wen
Ž . Ž . 2Ž . w xha¤e that u ?, t “ u ?, t in L M for any t g 0, T .n
Proof. It is again, a consequence of the fact that the operator u “
2Ž .yD u is accretive in L M . The idea of the proof is stated in thep
Ž . Ž .following. Multiplying by a regularization p u y u of u y u such« n n q
Ž . pŽ . Ž .that p u y u g L 0, T : V and integrating on M = 0, t we arrive at« n
t² :u y u , p u y u dsŽ . Ž .H n « nt V 9=V
0
t py2 py2< < < <y =u =u y =u =u ? =p u y u dAdsŽ .Ž .HH n n « n
0 M
t
s mQ x , t b u y R x , uŽ . Ž . Ž .HH n e n
0 M
ymQ x , t b u q R x , u p u y u dAds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..e « n
Passing to the limit, as e “ 0, we get
q q2 2< < < <u t y u t dA F u y u dAŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hn 0, n 0
M M
t q 2< <q L u y u dAds.Ž .H H n
0 M
The Gronwall lemma gives us
q q2 2< < < <u t y u t dA F exp LT u y u dAŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hn 0, n 0
M M
and changing the roles of u with u we obtainn
< < 2 < < 2u t y u t dA F exp LT u y u dA.Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn 0, n 0
M M
So the conclusion holds.
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Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 3 Continuation . In order to show that F K is
2Ž .relatively compact in L M we shall start by proving some a priori
Žestimates. By taking u as test function in Definition 1 written now for
.T s 1r2 we get that
1 1r22 p< <u x , 1r2 dA q =u dA ds F C 5Ž . Ž .H H H 12 M 0 M
for any bounded weak solution with u g K, for some C ) 0. On the0 1
other hand,
< < p w xthe function t “ H =u dA is continuous from d , 1r2 into R,M RŽ .5for any d g 0, 1r2 .Ž .
Although stronger regularity has been shown by E. Di Benedetto and
Ž w x. Ž .other authors see, e.g., Di Benedetto 7 a direct proof of R can be
obtained from the abstract theory of evolution equations for maximal
monotone operators in Hilbert spaces. Indeed, from the uniqueness of
Ž .solutions for the CP , function u coincides with the solution of the
equation
u t q Au t s h t , t g 0, 1r2 , in L2 M ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t½ u 0 s u ,Ž . 0
Ž . 2Ž . 2Ž .where the operator A: D A ; L M “ L M is given by Au [ yD up
Ž .  2Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž ..and D A s u g V: Au g L M and where h t [ yR ?, u t qe
Ž . Ž Ž .. 2Ž .mQ ?, t b u t . Since A is the maximal monotone operator in L M
given by A s ›w with
1¡ p< <=u dA if u g V ,H~w u sŽ . p M¢q‘ otherwise,
Ž w x. ‘Ž . 2Ž .see, e.g., Proposition 1 of Dõaz and Tello 12 , u g L M ; L MÂ 0
‘ ‘ 2 ‘Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..s D A and h g L 0, 1r2 : L M ; L 0, 1r2 : L M we can applyŽ .
the abstract results available in the literature. In particular, Theorem 3.6
w x Ž Ž ..of Brezis 5 shows that the function t “ w u t is continuous from
w x Ž . Ž .d , 1r2 into R, for any d g 0, 1r2 . This is, exactly, the regularity R
mentioned before.
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Ž . Ž .Then, from 5 , R and the mean value theorem we deduce that
Ž .necessarily there is t g 0, 1r2 such that
< < p=u x , t dA F C . 6Ž . Ž .H 1
M
ŽNow, we multiply the equation by u and integrating from t to 2 thist
process can be justified via Definition 1 by means of standard regularizing
.methods . Then we get that
1 d2 22 p< <u x , t d Adt q =u dA dtŽ .H H H Ht ž /p dtt M t M
d2
q j x , u x , t dA dtŽ .Ž .H Hž /dtt M
2
s m Q x , t b u x , t u x , t dAdtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H t
t M
1 2 2F u x , t dAdt q C .Ž .H H t 22 t M
for some C ) 0, where we have applied Young's inequality and assump-2
Ž . Ž .tions H and H . Here j is a nonnegative primitive of R , i.e.,Q b e
r
‘< < 5 5j x , r s R x , s Ds, r F u ,Ž . Ž .H L Ž M=Ž0 , ‘..e
r0
Ž . < < 5 5 ‘ Ž .for some r , so that j x, r G 0 for any r F u . Using 6 weL Ž M=Ž0, ‘..0
conclude that
< < pess sup =u x , t dA F CŽ .H 3
MŽ .tg t , 2
for some C ) 0. Then, if we define3
F s u g L p t , 2 : V such that u is the bounded weak solution Ž .
of CP on M = 0, 2 with u g K ,4Ž . Ž . 0
‘Ž .then we have shown that F is bounded in L t , 2: V . Moreover, from the
equation we have that the set
 4F s u : u g Ft t
p9Ž . w xis bounded in L t , 2 : V 9 . Then, by Corollary 4 of Simon 18 we have
Žw x 2Ž .. Ž .that F is relatively compact in C t , 2 : L M which implies that F K
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2Ž .is relatively compact in L M . Then, by the Schauder fixed point theorem
there exists a fixed point for the Poincare map F. This fixed point is,Â
Ž .obviously, a periodic solution for P .
Ž .Remark 2. In the special case in which b s is a constant, the unique-
ness of the periodic solution can be obtained by using that the operator
2Ž . Ž .yD u is a monotone operator in L M and that R ?, u is strictlyp e
Ž .increasing in u. Nevertheless, if b s is not constant, the uniqueness of the
periodic solution for the Sellers type model may fail since every stationary
Ž .solution of the CP is a periodic solution and by the results of Dõaz,Â
w x w xHernandez, and Tello 10 or Arcoya, Dõaz, and Tello 1 we know that forÂ Â
suitable b there is more than one stationary solution.
Remark 3. The above remark on the nonuniqueness of periodic solu-
tions make relevant the following fact: we can show the existence of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .smallest respectively greatest periodic solution of P such that u ?, t g
w x¤ , u . Indeed we consider the Cauchy problems
z y D z q R x , z s mQ x , t b z in M = 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p e
CPŽ . ½ z x , 0 s ¤ in M ,Ž .
and
w y D w q R x , w s mQ x , t b w in M = 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t p e
CPŽ . ½ w x , 0 s u in M ,Ž .
Ž . Ž .from Proposition 1 we see that ¤ F F ¤ and F u F u. Defining, by
recurrence, the sequences
z s F ¤ , . . . , z s F z , . . .Ž . Ž .1 n ny1
and
w s F u , . . . , w s F w , . . .Ž . Ž .1 n ny1
w x  4  4and arguing, for instance as in Pao 15 , it is easy to see that z and wn n
are monotone sequences such that
¤ F z F ??? F z F w F ??? F w F u ,1 n n 1
and
5 5 ‘ 5 5 ‘z 1 F C , w 1 F C.Ž . Ž .L Ž M . L Ž M .n n
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So, there exist their pointwise limits
lim z x , 1 s z x , 1 , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
lim w x , 1 s w x , 1 . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .The convergence in 7 and 8 takes place in L M . Since F is a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..continuous map, z x, 1 s lim z x, 1 s lim F z s F z x, 1 andn ny1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .w x, 1 s F w x, 1 . Thus, z x, t and w x, t are the smallest, respec-
Ž . w xtively the greatest, periodic solutions of P in the ordered interval ¤ , u .
3. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR BUDYKO
TYPE MODELS
Now we shall prove the existence of a periodic solution for the general
Ž .case in which b merely satisfies H .b
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5. Under the assumptions H , H , and H there exists,Q b R
Ž .at least, a 1-periodic bounded weak solution of P .
Proof. Consider the Cauchy problem associated to the operator A:
Ž . 2Ž . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .D A ; L M “ L M , given by Au [ yD u q R ?, u , D A sp e
 2Ž .4u g V: Au g L M ,
u t q Au t s h t , t g R, in L2 M ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tPŽ .h ½ u 0 s u 1 .Ž . Ž .
2Ž . Ž w x.Since A is a maximal monotone operator in L M see 12 we can apply
w xthe abstract results of 5 and so, for any 1-periodic function h g
2 Ž 2Ž .. Ž .L R; L M , P has at least a periodic solution in the spacep er h
Ž 2Ž ..C R; L M . Moreover, as mentioned in Remark 2, this solution is thep er
unique periodic solution since R is strictly increasing. Define now the sete
p ‘ 5 5 ‘G [ z g L R; L M : z t F C , a.e. t g RŽ . Ž .Ž . 4L Ž M .p er 0
for some constant C . The set G is convex and weakly compact in0
p Ž 2Ž .. Ž .y1L R; L M . Using that for any l ) 0 the operator I q l A :p er
2Ž . 2Ž . Ž w x.L M “ L M is relatively compact see 12 then by Proposition 2.2.2
w xand Corollary 2.3.2 of 21 , the operator J defined by
J : G “ C R; L2 MŽ .Ž .p er
z “ ¤ ,
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Ž .where ¤ is the periodic solution of P with h s z, is sequentiallyh
p Ž 2Ž ..continuous from L R; L M endowed with its weak topology intop er
Ž 2Ž ..C R; L M endowed with its strong topology. We also introduce thep er
operator
F : L p R; L2 M “ 2 L pp erŽR ; L2Ž M ..Ž .Ž .p er
h g L p R; L2 M :Ž .Ž . p er
¤ “ h x , t g mQ x , t b ¤ x , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
4for a.e. x g M and for a.e. t g R .
Finally, we define
L : G “ 2 L pp erŽR ; L2Ž M .. ,
h g L p R; L2 M : h t g F J z t in L2 MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . p erL z sŽ . 4for a.e. t g R .
We want to apply a variant of the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem
Ž w x. Ž .see 21 , to L . We must prove that graph L is weakly = weakly
p Ž 2Ž .. p Ž 2Ž .. Ž .sequentially closed in L R; L M = L R; L M . Let z, h gp er p er
w eak=w eak Ž . Ž .graph L and z , h g graph L , such thatŽ . n n
z ' z in L p R; L2 MŽ .Ž .n p er
h ' h in L p R; L2 M .Ž .Ž .n p er
From the above property of J we conclude that
J z “ J z in C R; L2 M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n p er
Ž . 2Ž .Since the graph F is strongly = weakly sequentially closed in L M =
2Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .. Ž .L M , and since J z t , h t g graph F for a.e. t g R we getn n
J z t , h t g graph F for a.e. t g RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž .i.e., h t g F J z t for a.e. t g R which implies h g L z . Thus, L has
Ž .at least a fixed point in G, u g L u which is a 1-periodic weak solution
Ž .of P .
4. ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE PERIODIC
SOLUTIONS SET
Ž .Let us study the structure of the set of periodic solutions of P with
respect to the parameter m. As mentioned at the introduction, we denote
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Ž . q Ž 2Ž ..by S the set of pairs m, u g R = C R; L M , where u is a 1-peri-p er
Ž .odic solution of P .
THEOREM 6. The set S has a closed, connected and unbounded compo-
Ž 0. 0nent containing 0, u , where u g V is the unique solution of the stationary
equation
yD u q R x , u s 0 in M .Ž .p e
Moreo¤er, if Q ) 0 and b is a bounded maximal monotone graph of R2
Ž .  4such that there exist two real numbers M and e such that b r s M for any
Ž .r g y10 q e , q‘ then there exist m ) 0 and a continuous and increas-1
w . Ž 2Ž .. w .ing cur¤e s : m , ‘ “ C R; L M such that S l m , ‘ =1 p er 1
Ž 2Ž ..C R; L M is the graph of the cur¤e s .p er
Proof. We start by considering the case of the additional assump-
Ž . w xtion 1 . The first part is a consequence of a result of 16 assuring the
existence of continua i.e. closed and connected sets of periodic solutions
Ž . p Ž 2 Ž ..for P assumed that the operator S: R = L R; L M “p er
p Ž 2Ž ..L R; L Mp er
u [ S m , w 9Ž . Ž .
with u periodic solution of
u y D u q R x , u s mQ x , t b w in M = R.Ž . Ž . Ž .t p e
Ž . 0 p Ž 2Ž ..is relatively compact. Notice that S 0, w s u for any w g L R; L M .p er
Now, we prove that S is relatively compact. For any bounded set D ; R =
p Ž 2Ž .. Ž .L R; L M let u g S D . Taking u as test function in the weakp er
formulation, applying the Holder and Young inequalities we getÈ
1 12 2
2 25 5 5 5u T y u 0Ž . Ž .L Ž M . L Ž M .2 2
Tp rq1
p p5 5 < <q =u q B u dAdtL Ž0 , T ; L ŽT M .. H H
0 M
T
5 5 < <F m Q M q A w dAdtŽ .‘ H H
0 M
< <T M B T2 25 5 < <F m Q M q A q w dAdt. 10Ž .Ž .‘ H H2 B 2 0 M
So,
5 5 2u F C. 11Ž .L Ž0 , T ; V .
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 Ž .4Moreover, since the sequence Qb w is weakly convergent inn
1Ž 2Ž .. w xL 0, T : L M , by the Corollary 2.3.2 of Vrabie 21 , we deduce that
Ž .there exists a sequence u g S D such that u strongly converges ton n
Ž 2Ž .. Žu in C R; L M as n goes to infinity and hence u “ u inp er n
p Ž 2Ž ... Ž .L R; L M . To show that S m, w is continuous, we consider u ap er n
periodic solution of the problem
P u y D u q R x , u s m Q x , t b w , in M = RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nt p n e n n n
0 - m - L, m “ m in R. Taking u as test function in the weakn n n
Ž .formulation of solution to P and proceeding as above, we obtainn
5 5 pu F C , ;n g N, 12Ž .L Ž0 , T ; V .n
and
5 5 p9u F C , ;n g N,Ž . L Ž0 , T ; V 9.n t
w xHence, by Corollary 4 of Simon 18 , there exists a subsequence denoted
again by u such that ;T G 1,n
u ' u in L p 0, T ; V , ;T G 1 13Ž . Ž .n
u “ u in L p R; L2 M . 14Ž . Ž .Ž .n p er
Since b is a maximal monotone graph, we have that
z s b u ' z g b u in L2 0, T ; L2 M , ;T G 1 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
w xmoreover, as in 12 ,
< < py2 < < py2 2 p9=u =u ' =u =u in L 0, T ; L T M . 16Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Ž .Passing to the limit as n “ ‘ in the weak formulation of solution to Pn
Ž .we find that u is a weak bounded periodic solution to P . So, by the
w x Ž .Theorem 3.2 of 16 we get that the periodic solutions set of P , contains a
Ž 0.closed and connected containing 0, u . The above conclusion remains
true for the Budyko type model: it is enough to repeat the same estimates
that we have done above, for a sequence b of bounded nondecreasingn
Lipschitz functions approximating b as n goes to infinity and passing to
w xthe limit, as in Arcoya, Diaz and Tello 1 , by using that b is strongly-weakly
closed since it is a maximal monotone graph as well as a topological result
w xdue to Whyburn 22 .
The proof of the second part comes from the fact that if m is large
Ž .enough then any periodical solution of P is necessarily such that u )
Ž .  4y10, so, b u s M due to our assumption on b. Indeed, for m large
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enough it is easy to construct a constant subsolution u ) y10. In that case
Ž . Ž .the periodical solution of P is unique see Remark 3 and the conclusion
follows from the fact that the 1-periodic solutions of
u y D u q R x , u s mQ x , t M in M = R.Ž . Ž .t p e
depend monotonically and continuously of m.
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